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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR 

2017 Guild Challenge, ‘Small is beautiful’ 

 

Dear Guild Members, 

I have been enjoying some nice weather lately, but 

sometimes I think I am too busy to be able to just 

sit and enjoy, because my jobs list never finishes. 

Yesterday I was thinking of writing for the Newsletter while making marma-

lade.  Marmalade making in June – yes really.  In January when all the Seville 

oranges are in the shops I make a couple of batches (about 9 jars each). By 

this time in the year, the stock is severely depleted.  But in January, I have 

cooked up another couple of batches of oranges, and frozen the cooked orang-

es before adding the sugar and extra water.  So while many of you are starting 

the summer jam making, I am catching up with the January oranges! 

Remember, your guild needs some of your time too.  Perhaps you will be 

demonstrating at one of the summer shows, or Hilliers or Romsey Show.  Or 

planning how you can help at the September taster day.  Or one of the regular 

activities we need to help make our guild run smoothly.  So thank you for any 

time you can and do give to guild activities. 

I did get to do a little spinning last night (well plying mainly).  I have been 
spinning the lovely fibre I purchased from John Arbon – but will there be 
enough?  I didn’t plan the project or do any sampling.  I just sat and spun the 
fibre for the fun of it – that is what I like about spinning, it can be real therapy 
at the end of a busy day just to sit and spin without any pressure on what you 
are spinning for – well in my book any way. 
 
I now have two skeins of lovely yarn with some more fibre to spin.  I think I 

might treat myself to a little more of the Falkland / A1 silk when John visits 

the association summer school trade fair - by then I may have decided what to 

make and how much yarn / fibre I will need.  Maybe I am sampling, just on a 

larger scale! 

I hope you get the chance to enjoy your spinning / weaving / dyeing /……  

even though you may have to fit it round all the other things that keep shout-

ing for your time.                                                    

 Della 
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 APRIL MEETING 

While the committee had their meeting in the Compton room the rest of 

us had a good spin and chat in the main hall. 

Alison Yule was our speaker in the afternoon but also gave a workshop 

in the morning. 

 

Weaving Workshop – Design for the Terrified 

Alison Yule is an award winning weaver and 

designer of woven textiles.  “Oh good – a 

weaving workshop!” I thought, and signed up 

with Jenny on facebook.  So I was surprised 

to find that we would be working with all 

kinds of papers, pencils, paints, crayons and 

not a hint of fibre or yarn in sight! 

We were asked to bring or find an image 

which inspired us because of its colour, tex-

ture and shape.  Some people raided maga-

zines for suitable inspiration.  Alison then introduced us to a simple, 

but very structured way of looking at the image in terms of colours, 

textures and shapes.   

This could 

then be used 

to create de-

signs for 

weaving, 

spinning or 

any other 

textile  

medium we were working in.  She shared with us her sketchbooks and 

idea boards to illustrate the progression from a particular picture to a 

fabric design.   
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Alison had us transfer our image to a 

sketchbook or paper, firstly looking at 

colour, then texture then shape.  She en-

couraged us to note down our thoughts 

–however irrelevant they might seem – 

these could come into the design pro-

cess later on.  We then created a collage 

from whatever materials were available, 

based on the image.  We created win-

dows to find a smaller portion of the im-

age we found particularly pleasing, and 

used pencils, paints or crayons to repre-

sent that with just stripes, which might 

later be used to create a wrap.   

 

Alison showed us examples 

based on her work and ex-

plained how the designs had 

evolved as she went along. 

With only two hours for the 

whole workshop, Alison 

kept us under pressure to 

complete each stage quickly 

and move on to the next.  

Although we did not always 

finish each task, it kept the 

creative juices going as we 

did not have time to stop 

and worry about direction as 

we went along. 

Not being a very creative person I was surprised at the ideas it sparked.  

My original picture of starlings at sunset had produced a design for a rep 

weave project in purple, lilac, orange and navy, which is now on my loom! 
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Alison told us about her journey in weaving and spinning, from the age 

of eight to award winning international textile designer.  She talked about 

her early struggle to get to grips with the design process, and some of the 

more recent designs she has produced for commissioned projects.  She 

particularly enjoys designing and making suiting fabric, as evidenced by 

the skirt she wore. In the Q&A session, Alison stressed the importance of 

sampling to see how the colours and textures go together and to sort out 

the sett.  She suggested trying 5 or 6 swatches on a short warp – 60” be-

fore setting up the main project.  If the colours don’t work it is easier to 

cut out and tie in new colours without wasting too much yarn or time.  

Alison does a lot of her sampling on a small rigid heddle loom – boiling 

the weave pattern down to its simplest elements – the main restriction on 

the rigid heddle being sett. 

Alison talked about problems with selvedges, sectional warping and 

weighting warps.  If wool sticks, she said, alter the sett.  She stressed the 

importance of mending before finishing the cloth. 

Asked about stash busting techniques she said “just give it away.  Only 
buy what you needs when you needs it”.  Good discipline! 

Coral Newton 
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PROBLEM SOLVING IN 
WEAVING 

Alison was inspired by weaving  
when at an early age her sister came 
home with a small piece of weav-
ing. Having her interest sparked  
she obtained a Spears toy loom and 
proceeded to make 
everything in the in-
struction book ( no 
mean feat having 
tried to weave on a 
similar loom). From 
this followed “O” 
and “A” levels in 
Craft Design and 
Practice starting with 
pottery. However as 
Alison didn't like 
getting her hands 
dirty this soon 
changed to weaving.  

Alison has always 
had a love of natural 
fibre and works with 
wool in preference to 
cotton. After joining 
a Guild she decided 
that design skills 
were required and so followed an 
HNC from Bradford in Hand Wo-
ven Textile Design. 

Having received awards from the 
Bradford Textile Society she then 
set up Alison Yule Textiles. Alison 
has also won awards from the Arts 
Council and Design Factory and ex-
hibited her work at many venues in 
the UK and Paris.  Members with 
internet access can see her website 
at alisonyuletextiles.co.uk     

The site has a number of pictures of 
her work and an interesting blog. 

Alison is a great believer in  pro-
ducing swathes as this can help to 
sort out problems with colour, setts 
and texture. Solutions were suggest-
ed for many different weaving prob-

lems and these are 
summarised below. 

Selvedge problems  
need to be sorted if 
the weaving is a 
finished item, if a 
length of cloth then 
the selvedges are 
not quite so im-
portant. 

Multiple cross 
sticks may help 
with some tension 
problems 

Some threads can 
be damaged with 
the threading hook 
so can you thread 
up without using a 
hook? 

Selvedge threads 
are tied so they keep to the outside  
of the cloth beam. 

Some thoughts were expressed on 
threading looms front to back or 
back to front with a consensus fa-
vouring back to front 

And finally, always sample, sample, 
sample. A most enjoyable talk. 

Richard Grapes    

http://www.alisonyuletextiles.co.uk
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Spinners Weavers and Dyers Association AGM 

 

Veronica (Guild Delegate), 

Coral and myself 

(Observers) took the fast 

train to London on Saturday 

22nd April to attend the Asso-

ciation’s AGM at Conway 

Hall, Holborn  and arrived in 

plenty of time for its 11am 

start. We were warmly greet-

ed by Committee members 

and offered tea/coffee and 

biscuits in the reception area 

before taking our seats in the 

meeting room.  

The President, Dr Jenny Balfour-Paul introduced herself with a short 

talk on her passion for exploring the history and use of indigo and her 

travels around the world researching for her book “Deeper than Indi-

go” (available in paperback 31st May 2017).  She suggested that be-

cause there were not enough tutors with the knowledge of spinning and 

dyeing that maybe Guild members could look into assisting colleges 

with this. She was very enthusiastic about an on-line training website 

for natural fabric dyeing called Wild Dyrey. Also, Indigo Sutra, an in-

ternational event in Kolkata in November this year to promote natural 

indigo. She ended with congratulating all volunteers running the Asso-

ciation and was happy and willing to continue as President. 

Chair’s Report. Steve Kennett, who took on the role of Acting Chair 

since the illness and subsequent death of Stuart Groom, welcomed An-

gela Colbridge as the incoming Chair. He thanked members who were 

standing down from the Committee for all their hard work and told us 

he will now be concentrating on the CoA and Foundation Certificate 

development as the demand for them continues to grow. 
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This was followed by various Re-

ports from Committee Members, 

briefly as follows: 

Certificate of Achievement.  There 

were 114 registered candidates as 

of February 2017.A copy of chang-

es to conditions has been issued to 

each Guild. Accreditation costs 

£14,000 to set up, plus annual fee, 

so way beyond Guild finances. A 

question was asked if skills could 

be made available on 

line – could we pro-

duce our own Guild 

skills video? Need to 

inform all members 

about the CoA and 

have an expert in each 

Guild (or area Rep), 

but who would assess 

them? Would it be 

helpful to hear successful candi-

date’s reports on their experience 

to go in the Journal?  Every Guild 

should consider a New Member 

pack/run workshops etc., It appears 

that not all Guild Secretaries are 

passing on information from the 

Association to their members. 

Foundation Certificate. Numbers 

signing up for the Spinning Certifi-

cate have slowly increased 

(currently 28). As numbers in-

crease there will be a need to look 

for more mentors. Steve Kennett 

said there were plans to create a 

small committee to help with the 

growing workload. Two new certif-

icates are currently being devel-

oped, Chemical Dyeing and Natu-

ral Dyeing. He asked for volun-

teers to lend a hand with this pro-

ject. 

National Exhibition 2016. Has in-

creased new membership and ena-

bled a positive relationship with 

the National Trust for fu-

ture exhibitions. There 

was discussion about al-

lowing novice entries so 

long as they were marked 

as such on application 

forms and on display. 

2018 exhibition will be 

held in Glasgow and sub-

missions of work should 

be in by April that year.   

Association Library. It was an-

nounced that a long term future of 

the Library has been secured and 

will be housed in Norfolk in a 

member’s home.  Its new name is 

“Stuart Groom Memorial Library” 

and information will be sent out in 

the next newsletter. Future news-

letters will contain titles of new 

books that can be loaned. 40 books 

are missing from the collection – 

asked all guilds to help get them 

back. 
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Journal. Website being developed, will go live in May. Digital version 

available via email. Short of spinning articles – suggestions please. In 

2018 there will be a special issue on Colour – is there an expert among 

membership who would write a “science of colour” article? Looking for a 

Journal colour Designer – job spec. available on request. Asked Guilds to 

encourage members to purchase journal to help with production costs. 

At this point a welcome break for lunch and a leg-stretch. We sauntered 

out into the sunshine and sat on a bench in the adjoining Red Lion Square 

to eat our packed lunch (Veronica had already consumed her very expen-

sive packet of  British Rail crisps on the train!) We noticed some interest-

ing statues in the park. One was  the philosopher Bertrand Russell and 

another of a jolly looking gentleman (unknown) with a live pigeon 

perched on his hat! Back into the hall for the afternoon informal session 

we just had enough time to have a quick look around inside the building.  

Upstairs we found a locked room 

marked “Humanist Library and 

Archives”, reported to be the fore-

most resource of its kind in Eu-

rope dedicated to the collection of 

Humanist material. 

The meeting resumed at 2pm and 

the delegates were asked to dis-

cuss and vote on the following 

propositions:  

On-line Discussion Forum. For those not able to attend AGM but want 

access to discussions at AGM’s. It should not be a forum for voting, only 

for discussion.  Needs to be accessible and secure. GPC will trial a forum 

and ask members if they are in favour.  It was suggested it be set up on 

our own website, be run as a trial and expand as necessary. 

Bursary in Stuart Groom’s Name.  Agreed Proposition should be dropped  

as he is now being recognised by the new Library name. 

Revamp Conference. Suggestions were – inclusion of half day work-

shops. Joining Conference with AGM (2 days). Re-branding the name 
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“Conference”.  GPC will discuss all these options and report back. 

By this time my right hand (and backside!) were becoming numb and my 

brain just slightly scrambled. The clock ticked on and delegates were still 

taking up the microphone and voicing their opinions but I had to admire 

every one of them for showing such passion for the Organisation and 

their own Guild membership. It was announced earlier that 60 Guilds 

were represented at the meeting and I felt very privileged to be counted 

among them.  Veronica did a spectacular job of waving her voting slip as 

per Hampshire Guild’s voting instructions!  

Coral stood up and raised a valid point 

over one heated discussion and at 3.15 

the meeting was closed.  Just time to 

have a quick chat with other Guild 

Members, pack up our belongings and 

head for the underground and Water-

loo station for our journey home – all 

completed within an hour and a half 

(could have been slightly quicker ex-

cept we went in the opposite direction 

on one tube (Coral not concentrating!) 

and had to retrace our journey. 

A day out on behalf of the Hampshire Guild – an excellent opportunity to 

see who and how this marvellous National Guild of Weavers, Spinners 

and Dyers operates from the top down.   

 

Do give it a go next year. You will learn so 

much! 

 

 

Josie Parker 

(from the Tuk Tuk in India!) 
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MAY MEETING 

Della opened the meeting with news and views and reports of the previ-

ous committee meeting.  It was decided that the entrance fee for members 

will be increased to £2.00 but visitors will stay at £4.00 to cover running 

costs.  This will be voted on at the AGM. 

The Guild will contribute towards the submission cost for a display of 

work for the exhibition at the silk mill for those who wish to submit.  It 

was decided not to take out a subscription for Fibre Arts. Coral Newton 

has agreed to take over the treasurers position as Catherine has decided to 

stand down.  Both Marianna and Joy would like to hand over the notice 

board and news letter jobs please. The remaining members of the com-

mittee have agreed to stand again at the AGM.  

 Show and tell 

Ann described her twill shirbori scarf that she dyed with 

logwood. She also tried some redwood sawdust collected 

from the chainsaw wood carving artist at Mottisfont. 

 
Emma showed us some slippers that she had felted for her-

self, unfortunately they came out a little small and fitted 

her children. However she will not give up and hope to 

make some the right size for herself. 

 
Following on from last months workshop, Coral wove 

some Rep weave table mats and has called it ‘starlings at 

sunset’.  

Marianna and Patricia shared their Ditchling Project fold-

ers detailing the work from the dyeing course. 

Granny squares made into scarves and a fantastic bag 

from Joyce, made from odd balls of wool bought from the 

guild table.  She emphasised how amazing it was to have 

such a wonderful sales table and she bought yarn because 

she “Loves the colours—and that’s my reason for living.”  
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JOHN ARBON (www.jarbon.com) 

Fibre Sale and talk ‘Fleece to Fibre at the Mill’ 

John Arbon and his lovely wife, Juliette visited us at our May meeting. 

What a treat we had. Their sales table delighted the eye with the lovely  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

range of dyed tops, yarns (for socks) and socks for all. The socks have 

long been a family favourite as most are grand walkers. The Exmoor 

stroller, all made from sheep in the Exmoor National Park, in this instance 

75% Exmoor Blueface wool, just wonderful for walking and at the end of 

the day the Alpaca bed/ lounging socks are wonderful comforter 

The range of colours in fleece and yarn, just challenge the imagination; 

grape, nightshade, teal, pomegranate, harvest hues and more. Almost a po-

etic statement, but definitely inspiration for spinners and weavers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.jarbon.com/
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After lunch John gave a wonderful talk 

about the development of John Arbon 

Textiles. 

From a degree in print and textiles they 

started using the machines at Cold Har-

bour Mill in Uffculme where they were a 

great point of interest, a ‘working mill’. 

Sadly due to a change of status they 

could not continue there. 

So began the odyssey to Lynton in Dev-

on. John collects, from all over the coun-

try, old wool related machinery from 

mills closing down.  

He drives hundreds of miles to dismantle, 

transport home and rebuild these old ma-

chines, with the odd leftover nut and bolt 

which usually the machine lets him know is 

missing. 

The company is very ethically based and no 

journey of raw fleece or its return is made 

without minimising the carbon footprint. All 

the wool is sourced locally wherever possi-

ble, and is only sent off when another batch 

is ready to be returned to them. 

The yarns are from Corriedale, Exmoor 

Blueface and Falkland sheep with the addition of A1 mulberry silk. 

We learnt some new spinning techniques with ring spinners, cobs, bob-

bins and cones. The whole talk was fascinating and we are so very 

grateful for their time. 

Not only that but at completion we discovered this lovely couple were 
donating their fee to charity. We can only wish their enterprise every 
success in the future. 

Penny Sargent 
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JUNE MEETING 

The June meeting began with a wonderful bring 

and buy for guild funds.  There was an assort-

ment of things to tempt everyone.  Books, 

plants, yarns, fleeces, equipment and many 

more exciting ‘throw-outs’ for some and ‘must-

haves’ for others. 

Beverley did the SHOW AND TELL.  Alex 

showed us a beautiful throw using all her bits 

and odds and ends spun with some Mohair to 

bring it all together. 

Della produced a piece of very fine silk woven 

material to make into a 

blouse.  It took a year to 

produce after a few false starts as it was 96epi and 

not easy to thread up and weave. 

Beverly has spun some Dog hair mixed with wool 

for someone who 

wanted their dog 

hair spun up. It was 

not her most pleas-

ant experience and 

she warned us that one should never put 

garments made with dog hair on a child 

as it will always 

smell of the dog 

and could cause 

trouble from other 

dogs. 

Catherine showed us a very pretty scarf and some 

socks on two pairs of circular needles.  She will be 

happy to demonstrate (and teach) this method 

again in September. 
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‘Dyeing Porpoise Fur’ - Rachael Brown 

Story behind a colour 

'Logic can get you from point A to point B. Creativity will get you eve-

rywhere' Einstein. 

I believe this quote is the best description for the creative work of Ra-

chel Brown we were lucky to meet in June this year. 

She is a dyer, spinner and knitter with an impressive degree in biomedi-

cal research science, from college in Western MA, graduate school in 

the Nation's Capitol, postdoctoral fellowship in Arizona, shortly fol-

lowed by postdoc faculty position in Houston.  

Rachel learned to knit at the age of 6 from her grandmother. She had 

been knitting frantically at every opportunity at college, and added oth-

er fibre hobbies along the way. Rachel took up spinning in 2007, and 

one year later started designing and publishing knitting patterns.  

In 2009 with her husband and two daughters and she moved from Hou-

ston to London, where they will remain for the foreseeable future. In 

England Rachel opened her own fibre business in 2011, Porpoisefur. 

This was a new exciting field and she took a 

very scientific approach to it. Using acid dyes 

she cataloged the colours and can recreate  

them by  using her records over and over. She 

enjoys of process of inventing new dyes 

through process of illumination. However she 

shows her artistic side in a way of creating 

'right' colour for her fibre. 

Every dye she makes has a specific inspira-

tional story or image behind it. Some were di-

rectly inspired from her training as a biomedi-

cal research scientist, some colours are a vi-

sion of every day life, some are inspirations 

from biographies, books, travels and music.. 

the list can go on and on...  
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As an American poet Maya Angelou said ' You can't use up creativity. 

The more you use, the more you have' 

 

Here are a few examples of the Rachel's creations: 

•Death to MRSA on Blue faced Leicester fibre inspired by image 

Neutrophil engineering MRSA microscopic image 

•Mantis on BFL/ Alpaca/ silk fibres inspired by image National Geo-

graphic Pollinator on Texel  

•Delta on Corriedale fibre inspired by NASA's Terra Satellite image 

of Mississippi River Delta  

Not a long time ago she started her 

Goddess Fibre Club and created a list 

of new colours based on biographies of 

amazing women scientists such as 

Rita's Bedroom of baby Alpaca in-

spired Jewish scientist Rita Levi-

Montalcini (1909-2012) Nobel Prize 

Winner in Medicine in 1986 for the Dis-

covery of Nerve Growth Factor. Some 

other mesmerizing colours were influ-

enced by biographies: twice Nobel prize 

winner Marie Curie; an American as-

tronomer Annie Jump Cannon, who 

classified more than 225,000 stars and 

Gerry Cory who discovered how Glu-

cose breaks down in a liver and muscle. 

The new ideas for dyes came from Tour 

de Fleece, a 3 week tour to encourage 

people to do more spinning. Rachel uses 

a route of the tour to recreate a quintessence of colours for the villages, 

e.g. wine grapes, famous walks, etc. 
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To those who didn't have a chance to treat themselves to some wonder-

ful wool with a story behind it or would like to try one of Rachael's 

knitting patterns I would recommend these links : 

www.porpoisefur.com/   www.ravelry.com/designers/rachel-c-brown 

 

In conclusion I'd like to use Mariana's comment about our speaker; 

“What a curious scientific mind and reasoning is behind my skein of 

Merino Wool entitled "Golden Mean", seen here in evening light almost 

glowing against the shrubbery. Molecular theory, colour of local 

French wine of The Tour de Fleece and other random subjects are re-

flected in these beautifully-soft hand-dyed skeins by Mad Scientist Dy-

er, Rachel Brown, PhD - of Porpoise Fur. THANK YOU for enlighten-

ing us today”  

 

Ella Doney 

HWSD Guild Newsletter and deadlines for articles. 

We welcome suggestions of topics and contributions of articles from all Guild 
members. Send your article to the newsletter editor: pendine@gmail.com 
by email. Word format is best and don’t worry about headings and font size. If 
this is not possible, handwritten or typed hard copy is fine. 
 
Deadlines: Send articles to the newsletter editor by the first  of  the month when 
the newsletter is published; January, April, July and October. 
 
Images: Good pictures are always welcome! Digital images are best, ideally 
about 2mb in size, use the highest setting on your camera. Send them by email 
or we can arrange to use Dropbox, if you wish to use this, get in touch.  
 
Copyright: Any source of information used in an article, must be acknowledged. 
Make sure that the information and images can be used. 
 
Length of articles: Ideally articles should be between 300 to 500 words. 

Next deadline -1st October for the Autumn Newsletter. 

http://www.porpoisefur.com/
http://www.ravelry.com/designers/rachel-c-brown
mailto:pendine@gmail.com
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MEETING DATES  2017 

 
16th September 10am Main Hall ‘TASTER DAY’ for non-members 
 

 
21st October  10am WINGHAM WOOL - FIBRE DAY 
     10am Compton Room Committee Meeting 
 
 

18th November 10.30  Main Hall ‘ News and Views’ including 
      The Guild Challenge Reveal. 
      2pm Main Hall - Speaker FELICITY FORD 
      ‘Knitsonik’ - Stranded Colourwork. 
 

 
9th December  10am Meet in Main Hall for Tea/Coffee 
     10.30 Main Hall – Speaker PETER HEWLETT 
                                           ‘A Journey Down the Silk Road’ 

Followed by our own festive  

EVENTS 2017 

FIBRE-EAST Redbourne Community College, Flitwick Road,    

Bedfordshire MK45 2NU For more details visit www.fibre-east.co.uk 

JULY  Saturday 29th-Sunday 30th.  

 

HILLIERS ARBORETUM, Ampfield. 

Children's craft activities each Wednesday 1.30pm-4pm. 

JULY 26th, AUGUST 2nd, 9th, and 16th. 

 

ROMSEY SHOW Broadlands, Romsey. 

SEPTEMBER Saturday 9th. 

 

DORSET DO, Ringwood 

Exhibition Event of heritage crafts near Ringwood. www.dorset-do.co.uk 

SEPTEMBER 23rd 2017  

CHRISTMAS AMERICAN LUNCH 

2017 Guild Challenge, ‘Small is beautiful’ 

http://www.fibre-east.co.uk/
http://dorset-do.co.uk/this_year.html
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OFFICIAL                   NAME                 CONTACT 

Official Name Contact Details  

Chairperson Della Storr Chairofhantswsd@yahoo.com 

Secretary Ruth Holzer secretaryhantswsd@yahoo.co.uk 

Treasury Catherine Hopkins chopkins2011@gmail.com 

Membership Karen Parkin hallweardesigns@btinternet.com 

Programme  

Organiser 
Jenny Crawford crawfordjenny@gmail.com  

Events Co-

ordinator 
Sue Brewer info@secretgardenuk.co.uk  

Youth Guild 

and Library 
Maya Whitmarsh maya.whitmarsh@yahoo.co.uk 

Website Jo Finlow webhwsd@gmail.com 

Notice Board Mariana Perry-Zoupanou zoupanospetros@talktalk.net 

Committee Ella  Doney bhb386@hotmail.com 

   

Newsletter  

 

Joy Stevens 

 

pendine@gmail.com 

 

Next Newsletter Deadline: 1st October 2017 

Website address: www.hantswsd.org 

 
Registered Charity Number 1170781. 

mailto:info@secretgardenuk.co.uk
http://www.hantswsd.org/programme-2017

